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'Finest Human Capital'
- the Youngest Member within
the Famalco Family
In an age that is constantly on the lookout for efficiency
and accuracy, the importance of ongoing training and
improvement, especially in the realms of huge companies
and operations, cannot be underestimated. An extensively
broad company in itself, Famalco Group has recognised such
a need and has come up with a brand new business unit that
specifically caters for this. Finest Human Capital, the latest
addition to the Famalco family, aims to be a leader within the
professional training industry in Malta by offering courses
targeting continuous professional development. With an
astoundingly low national unemployment rate, companies
are now experiencing a shift from human resources to
human capital. Understood as the more technical and
transactional facet of an organisation, the human resources
department coordinates payroll, benefits and all necessary
reporting dealing with the company’s most essential
resource: employees. Human capital in turn is about
potential and opportunity; the workforce is considered as
another capital that with investment and well-management
may result in further capital.
Primarily established to host internationally renowned
brands, Finest Human Capital is set to become the first
training institute in Malta boasting international franchise
brands, thus capitalising on tried-and-tested methods of
leading experts in the international sphere.

Straight from the Source
Corinne Vella: I am very excited to
be part of this project from the very
start as we aim for Finest Human
Capital to become a leader in Malta
not only in terms of training, but also
in terms of recruiting, retention and
employer branding. What is even
more exciting though is the fact that
FHC will be bringing to Malta some
impressive international names.
Watch out!
Vanessa Gatt: Being part of Finest
Human Capital right from its
inception is an exciting opportunity
to learn what it entails to start
operating a training centre in Malta.
Moreover, getting involved in the
decision-making process and the
sharing of ideas to make FHC an
instant success helped me to feel at
home straight away.

Finest Human Capital (FHC) Partners
with Kaizen Institute
Finest Human Capital has already established an active
partnership with Kaizen Institute. Encouraged by the
strong interest shown by the local market, Finest Human
Capital is set to collaborate with some of the island’s major
companies and groups. Kaizen, a Japanese term comprising
of ‘Kai’ (change) and ‘Zen’ (good), is all about change for the
better, guided by the business philosophy of continuous
improvement of working practices, organisational

optimisation, and personal efficiency. With the reduction of
waste and the promotion of lean management recognised
worldwide as essential pillars of an organisation’s long-term
competitive strategy, Kaizen courses aim at improving and
streamlining systems by eliminating waste and employ the
minimum resources for the maximum output. One of the
most notable features of Kaizen is that big results come from
little changes accumulated over time.
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Here at Famalco Group, we make it a priority to provide our
employees with courses that will keep them up to speed
with the current updates on their industry. Ten drivers were
chosen to complete a four-day intensive course regarding
the transportation of dangerous goods and how to proceed
in cases of emergency.

Actions open doors.
Consistency keeps them open
- Rob Stanmore
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The 8-hour-a-day course covered basic ADR safety, basic
first aid, fire prevention, loading safety and vehicle marking
amongst others. This course has been offered previously to
employees, which shows Famalco’s focus on providing equal
opportunities to each and every employee, seasoned and new.
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Administration Clerk

Bowling the Work
Stress Away

CENTURY 21 Malta Makes its
Way to Las Vegas
All work and no play....you know how the saying goes and our
CENTURY 21 representatives got to find the perfect balance
at Las Vegas earlier this month. The long-awaited C21 Global
conference, one which thousands of members attended,
centered around the race for relevancy in a rapidly changing
real estate industry. From inspirational presentations by
CENTURY 21 CEO and President Rick Davidson, to informative
learning sessions on topics like digital marketing and social
recruiting, the global event definitely provided the right

setting for CENTURY 21 attendees to acquire great tips
for their local markets. The conference also included an
awards session, where system members were awarded for
their achievements in 2016. Despite the focus on training,
there was still a fun atmosphere, which helped CENTURY
21 Malta maintain a solid relationship with the CENTURY 21
Head Office staff and remain in touch with the global brand.
CENTURY 21 promised it to be the biggest, baddest, best ever
event, and it seems they were right!

What is FKL up to These Days?
Have you noticed that as of recently, some of our brands
have taken up a more active role on social media? You would
be right to make such an observation; Focused Knowledge,
Famalco Group’s in-house marketing agency, is hard at work
making sure that Famalco’s brands keep up with the times by
enjoying a more prominent digital presence. Daily content
and an allocated budget are helping the team reach a wider
audience on various social media platforms.

Famalco Group is on its way to becoming a strong
competitor in the public’s eyes.

Throughout the month of March, Focused Knowledge
have planned and worked on campaigns for Husqvarna
Motorcycles, Century 21, VIDA Magazine and Fruitland
Company amongst others.
Something else you might’ve noticed? Things are looking
better thanks to fresh ideas members of the team are
constantly putting forward and implementing. With a new
team taking care of the company’s marketing material,
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HOG Malta Chapter Welcomes
New Committee
Remember that we’re all in this to ride, was the
resounding message of HOG Malta President Mr Ray
Zammit. Mr Zammit preceded the March event that
saw new members being patched in the Chapter and
new committee members being appointed to the
management team. An audience of Malta Chapter
members enjoyed a lavish party hosted by Fapi
Motors Ltd who renewed their commitment to the
Chapter. In his speech, the President thanked the new
committee for their dedication to strengthening the
Malta Chapter, whilst hailing the work of the former
committee for making the Malta Chapter what it
is today. Ray Zammit noted that respect amongst
members and a commitment towards HarleyDavidson® as a brand remain and will always be the
foundations of any Chapter across the globe. The
President concluded that the fundamental emphasis of
the brotherhood is after all the passion to ride a Harley.

About Strong Family Ties
and a Safe Home
Following a strong presence in printed media, Coldwell Banker Malta is
now spreading its brand name across other channels, namely television.
A 30-second TV commercial, currently airing on local TV stations, brings to
life Coldwell Banker’s slogan; Where Home Begins. The commercial starts
with two young girls doing some sketches in the living room and their
mother slicing vegetables in preparation for dinner. As soon as their father
steps in after a hard day at work, the two girls, accompanied by their pet
dog, rush to greet him all smiles. The security transmitted by the content
expression seen on the face of all protagonists really and truly highlights
Coldwell Banker Malta’s mission to provide a home to everyone. Home is
where the heart is, and at Coldwell Banker, it’s where home begins.
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